We are looking for a pro-bono translator!

Our organisation

Recipes for Wellbeing (https://recipesforwellbeing.org) works towards shifting the culture of changemaking to include a focus on holistic wellbeing to enable anyone to contribute more effectively to creating positive change in the world. We host immersive wellbeing labs, facilitate engaging wellbeing workshops, deliver inspiring wellbeing talks… and have a selection of 100+ wellbeing recipes freely accessible on our website!

The job

We are looking for a **remote pro-bono translator** to take our work (website and its recipes) to the French-speaking world. We are currently translating our website into multiple languages and need a motivated English-to-French translator. This person will engage with the core team but can do so remotely and independently.

Main responsibilities

- Translate our main website pages and
- Translate 5 of our recipes (or more if you want)

Conditions

- **Time commitment:** It really depends on you!
- **Start date:** ASAP

Requirements

- Previous experience as a translator, ideally in fields related to ours.
- Ability to work independently and pay attention to detail.
- Ability to stay open to feedback and integrate it.

What we offer

- An opportunity to contribute to the development of an important initiative on the verge of becoming an international wellbeing reference for young changemakers.
- An opportunity to use your skills to help us bringing our work to the French speaking world!
- 50% discount to attend one of our wellbeing labs (excluding travel costs).

Application process

Please send your **CV in English** (alternative languages: Arabic, French, Italian) as a PDF or the link to your LinkedIn profile, a few **examples of your work** as a translator, and a **short paragraph explaining your motivation** to help us, to info@recipesforwelbeing.org with the subject “Pro-bono Translator Application”. Rolling applications - we will close the position as soon as we find 1-2 candidates who match the profile.